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As a child, I really struggled to use my voice. I
always felt very small; like no one would

listen to me. Something that helped me feel
stronger was knowledge. Finding the right
words to talk about my memories made it

easier to talk to people I trusted in my life.
Let me teach you some of the things that

helped me!

FAITH'S STORY

C h a p t e r  1  
P s y c h o e d u c a t i o n
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What is Mental Health?

What are triggers?

The health of your mind; having positive...

Thoughts 

Feelings

Actions

As well as knowing how to deal with negative
thoughts and feelings in a positive way 

Specific things you hear, see, touch, smell or experience that
bring back really painful memories.

Sometimes, it might even feel like you're re-living the
memory
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Touching your body in a way that makes you feel
uncomfortable 

What is trauma?

What is Abuse?

What is consent?

Trauma is any painful experience that feels almost impossible to
understand, talk about or even think about

Abuse is when someone is cruel or violent to another person. Someone
can harm another person in many ways.

Physically

Emotionallu

Sexually 

Spiritually

Hurting your physical body

Deeply hurting your feelings

Using religious rules to pressure you into doing things

Neglecting Not giving children what they need to live (like food, love,
a secure house, and safety.)

To fully agree.
However, consent cannot be given if...

One person is Pressured

One person is Not allowed to say no without consequences

One person is Not of sound mind (Drunk, on drugs, or incredibly

sleep deprived.)
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C h a p t e r  2  
P a r e n t i n g  S k i l l s

MICHELLE'S
STORY

My daughter Liana sometimes acts up and
when I say act up I mean ACT UP! I
sometimes don’t know what to do. Have you
ever felt that way? I felt almost helpless,
everything I tried doing wouldn’t work on
her.

What should I 
do??
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I simply didn’t know what to do! Until one
day I heard one of my friends talk about
different ways to parent your child.  They
talked about praising and active ignoring! Big
words! Maybe we should get into it a little
bit.

Praise is telling your child that they're doing a
good job at a certain behavior that is wanted! Or
in other words, saying positive things to your
child about the good behavior they’ve been on. 

Praise

Active ignoring is the absolute opposite of praise
it refers to the parent choosing NOT to react to
non-dangerous, undesirable behavior.

Active Ignoring
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Praise Specific forms of Behavior

So, When SHOULD we Praise?

Label the praise. Praises like

"good!" and "nice work!" are

sometimes helpful but overly vague.

Instead, parents should be taught to

praise specific behaviors.

Provide praise as soon as

possible after the desired

behavior occurs.

Be consistent in your use

of praise.

 

Avoid complicating your praise

with negative add-ons (e.g., "You

did a great job getting your

homework done before dinner.

Why can't you do that more

often?")

 

Use an enthusiastic tone when 

praising the child.
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And When SHOULD we Actively

Ignore?

Avoid responding to the

child during the behavior

and immediately after it

occurs.

 

Active ignoring includes

avoiding verbal or

emotional reactions, eye

contact, facial

expression, or any other

form of communication

toward the child. 

Defiant or angry statements

directed at the parent

Nasty faces, eye-rolling, or

smirking at the parent

Mocking, taunting, or

mimicking the parent

Try to ignore behavior such as:

 

Look for and reward (using praise) times

when the child accepts redirection or a

negative response (e.g., "Thanks for

understanding that now is not a good time

for ice cream. You're a good listener!")

 

NEVER ignore

dangerous or unsafe

behavior that could

cause injury or worse.
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After putting these methods into use for my everyday
parenting of my little girl Liana. I’ve noticed her behavior
changed drastically! She stopped doing things that I wanted
her to stop doing like throwing tantrums over homework. Now
that Liana knows that I will not give her attention during that
time she has started to actually sit down and work on her
homework peacefully. Whenever she does do her homework
successfully, I always tell her that she does a great job of
getting it done and that she is a baby genius! 

Putting these methods into use can help initiate the process of
disciplining your child in a healthy matter, just remember…
YOU ARE HUMAN! BEING HUMAN MEANS MAKING
MISTAKES…. AND THAT’S OKAY!! Make sure to kiss your
little ones and/or give them a big hug and tell them you love
them. 

“Hey Liana” 
“Yes Mama”

“I am so proud of you.”
“No mom, I’m proud of you”
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"What if I don't make friends?"

 

"What if I can't learn English?"

 

"I do not feel smart enough or brave

enough to go to a new school"

 

"I miss my friends from my old

school" 

 

My mind began to fill with unhelpful
thoughts that made me feel worse 

When I was 8 years old, my family and I 
 moved to a new house. I was going to  attend
a new school and I was feeling a bit nervous,
especially because I only knew Spanish. I did
not know anyone in my new neighborhood
and I had no friends at my new school. 

ALONDRA'S
STORY

C h a p t e r  3  
C o g n i t i v e  C o p i n g
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Those unhealthy thoughts made me feel so
sad! I stopped playing with my favorite toy
because of how worried I was about the first
day at my new school.  

As I got closer to the first day, I sat with my
mom to brainstorm ways to feel better. We
figured out that the most useful tool I had
was my mind! 

I began by identifying the unhelpful 
 thoughts and blocking them. 

 
Any time those unhelpful thoughts came 
into my mind, I imagined the word STOP
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After that, I identified helpful thoughts to replace
those with. The helpful thoughts made me feel brave,
smart, and happy.  

It is your turn, reader! Can you identify
unhelpful thoughts you deal with?

Now, identify helpful thoughts to replace the
unhelpful thoughts  

"I am going to have an awesome day"

 

"I am capable of learning English and working hard to

pass my classes"

 

"Even though I miss my old friends, I can make new

friends at my new school"

I trained my mind every day to produce tons of
helpful thoughts and to block unhealthy ones. 

And remember to say STOP with your mind
whenever unhelpful thoughts come into

your head! 
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By the time the first day of school
arrived, I had filled my mind with
so many helpful thoughts. My
teacher was the kindest and I sat
next to a girl who later became my
best friend.  

But...
Some days were not as good as my first day. 

It is important to know that our thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors are related to each other and you can
control them to make a situation be better for
yourself. This is called a cognitive triangle, it is a
diagram you can use to break down how you think of
an event. 

Thought

Feeling Behavior
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One day in class, a boy looked my way and burst out
laughing. My initial cognitive triangle was negative  and
made the situation more stressful. 

Thought- "He is laughing at 

me because I look funny"

Feeling- I felt sad 

and embarrassed.
Behavior-I sat low at my 

desk and wanted to cry. 

My thought, feeling, and behavior made me think my classmate 
was laughing at me. I felt terrible!

BUT 
I could have made the situation feel better if  I  had created a 

 positive cognitive triangle with the power of my mind! Below is 
what I could have done instead 

Thought- "He must have

heard a funny joke"

Feeling- I am happy 

he is having a good 

time.

Behavior-I smile at him 

and then go back to 

talking to my BFF. 

In reality, the boy wasn't laughing at me. He had nearly dropped his
apple and thought it was funny! 

 
The mind is so magical and powerful that it can make

a situation feel really bad or really good! 
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C h a p t e r  4
R e l a x a t i o n  

RACINE'S
STORY

Alexa is in the 4th grade at Ten Oaks Elementary School. 
She enjoys watching cartoons, playing with her fluffy cat
Tootie, and making TikTok’s with her older sister Zoey.

 

She used to be able to go outside all day riding her 
purple bike and playing with friends. 

Until one day her best friend Ty was badly hurt by a stray
bullet. After that and other traumatic events occurred in the
neighborhood, Alexa’s mommy and daddy only let her and
Zoey play in the house or backyard.  
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There are many times, the sounds of bullets echo through the
day and nighttime skies or clusters of men selling drugs to
addicts occupy the street corners that Alexa once rode her bikes
past.  

Ever since things have changed in the neighborhood, Alexa’s
mood and feelings have done the same. She also has been
experiencing stomachaches or headaches when gunshots go off in
her neighborhood.  She also can see the same in Zoey and her
mommy and daddy are constantly peeping out the window blinds
with nervous and anxious expressions.  

Alexa and her family now attend therapy at the local community
center to get help with some of the emotions they have
experienced due to the violence in their community.  
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Alexa and her sister have been taught the following exercises
when they experience stress or anxiety and their counselor
told them their mommy and daddy can also join in: 

STEP ONE: 
Get COMFORTABLE- either laying down flat or reclining 

comfortably in a chair 

Think of your body as uncooked spaghetti when it is stressed
and when the body is not stressed it resembles cooked spaghetti
or when tense your body resembles a tin soldier but when
relaxed you are like a rag doll  

STEP TWO
Once your body is relaxed, concentrate on breathing in (inhale)
slowly. You can count (1,2,3) or say a relaxing word as you
breathe out (exhale). Both of these options will help to control
your level of distress 

Keep in mind: your exhale should be done more slowly than your inhale 

Activity: What relaxing word can you think of to say?  
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Color in the word that you like the most

CALM

CHILL

MELLOW

RELAX

PEACE

Any other thoughts that pop up in 
your mind should be imagined as a 

cloud floating away.   

Alexa and Zoey’s counselor said that if none of these exercises
seem interesting that they can do something else that they
might enjoy such as listening to music, reading, watching TV,
yoga, or prayer.  

Activity: Which alternate activity would you be 
interested in doing? 
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Alexa and Zoey’s counselors also told them that these exercises can
still help people even if they are experiencing stress and anxiety
due to something other than neighborhood violence. 

Activity: Do you think that these exercises could help 
you or members of your family relax when dealing 

with problems? 

Ever since Alexa and her family have been taught these different
exercises, they have been able to relax when triggered by the same
traumatic events that used to worry them and are even working on
moving to a safer neighborhood  
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C h a p t e r 5  
A f f e c t  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  a n d  R e g u l a t i o n  

SYNIA'S
STORY

Juniper, PLEASE
STOP

THROWING
YOUR TOYS!

After leaving a play date with her dad, Juniper
wasn’t feeling too well, and despite being told to not
throw toys and yell by her mom she continued.
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After having a short time out Juniper was able to
regulate her emotions a little more and Mommy
and Juniper were ready to tackle the real problem

Mom: “What's wrong Juniper?”
Juniper: “ Dad is gone.”
Mom: “How does that make you feel?”
Juniper: "Sad" and "Mad"
Mom: “Why does that make you sad and mad”
Juniper: “Because he left because of me”
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Thought:

Juniper thinks her dad

left because he did not

like her

Feeling:

Juniper

feels sad

Behavior:

Juniper threw

a fit

Mom:  Lets break this down on a cogntive triangle 

Mom:  What if maybe its not your fault dad left?
What if Dad just has something to do, maybe he is a
little busy or has work? Could it be that instead? 
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Mom: Do you feel better?
Juniper: Yes, I do
Mom: Great! Let's go get some ice cream.
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GLOSSARY 

Physical: using physical violence to harm someone. (Or not giving people what they need to
physically survive, which is called neglect. )
Sexual: using a soft touch that makes someone uncomfortable 
Emotional: using words to harm someone’s emotions. 
Spiritual: using religion or spirituality to make someone feel bad or to force someone to do
something. 

TRAUMA- A very painful experience that feels almost impossible to forget or cope with. Those memories
that you have a hard time talking about.

 

ABUSE- When someone is mean or violent to another person. It can happen in many different ways.

Sound mind (you’re not drunk or sleep deprived.)
To be allowed to say no without getting hurt 
To be free of pressure 

CONSENT - to fully agree to something. In order to have consent you need:

MENTAL HEALTH- When your mind is healthy; you have healthy thoughts and emotional expressions.
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